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Abstract
During the 19th century, gender politics played a crucial role in shaping the emergence of the novel as
a popular and successful form of literature. Not only were middle class women becoming an important
part of the reading public, women were also authoring novels and creating complex heroines that at times
pushed against, and at other times bolstered, traditional conceptions of propriety and femininity. Along
with a rise in popularity came a rise in the critique of the novel as a valid literary genre; many critics
claimed that novels were capable of corrupting their female readership. Authors responded to this claim
both by seeking to highlight moral propriety through fiction and by questioning conventional notions of
moral female behavior. Our project engaged with the complex relationship between gender and the 19th
century novel by exploring the way that female characters are portrayed in a corpus of 3,500 19th century
novels. We examined the agency associated with male and female characters by studying the different
types of verbs used in conjuncture with male and female pronouns. Through the course of our research we
focused on the following questions: Are male and female characters performing different actions in the
19the century novel? Are the female characters created by male authors associated with different actions
than those created by female authors? During the course of the 19th century, do the types of actions
associated with women change?1
I. Introduction
In both the micro and macro scales, stereo-types are an oft-recurring theme when dis-cussing character. Many of the ways that we
refer to characters, in casual conversation and
in popular media, are practically stereotypes
on their own terms–the result of generalization
and constant use. Strong woman. Damsel in
distress. Evil genius. Comic relief. In think-
ing about this, we began to wonder if these
stereotypes were indicative of large numbers of
characters, or if they were outliers made promi-
nent by their particular qualities. Specifically,
our questions led us to the realm of the 19th-
century novel. The 1800s were a fertile time
for fiction in both the United States and Great
Britain, but, more than that, they were also a
period that fostered vocal and prolific discus-
sion about gender in both public and private
spheres. This is the time period that gave us
both the Victorian ’Angel in the House’ and the
classic American cowboy. We wondered: did
characters in 19th-century novels align them-
selves with prevailing gendered stereotypes?
Would we discover passive women and active
men? Would we discover that an author’s
gender impacted the portrayal of character?
To ask these types of questions, we first had
to establish a way of tracking character in a
large corpus of texts. Before examining the
types of male and female characters present,
1This research began in a class taught by Matthew Jockers, without whose support this work would not have been
possible.
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we first had to determine a way of locating
characters and recording their genders. There
were several possible methods to choose from
to accomplish this task. Tracking the occur-
rences of characters’ names using named en-
tity recognition would have been one option.
However, this approach would only catch ref-
erences to proper names, leaving us without
a significant chunk of data. This approach
would have overlooked places where pronouns
stand in for character names and would have
potentially returned words that were not char-
acter names, such as place names. We chose to
use personal pronouns as our main indicator
of character presence, believing that pronouns
would give us the widest swath of data. Fo-
cusing on pronouns, such as “she” and “he,”
allowed us access to data that was inherently
gender-specific, which in turn enabled various
lines of inquiry about the relationship between
character and gender, and between author gen-
der and character. While the decision to track
pronouns was an important one that echoed
through the entire project, we wanted to go a
step further by examining the specific actions
that were associated with different characters;
once we had a way to track character presence,
we were able to track verbs. Gathering the first
verb that appeared after every male or female
pronoun gave us one way to observe broad
trends in characterization. By investigating ac-
tion specifically, we were able to question the
expectations and stereotypes that accompanied
popular 19th century attitudes. Specifically, we
were curious about questions of classification.
The predominant social stereotypes of the 19th
century would lead us to believe not only that
male and female characters would manifest
in different ways, but that male and female
authors would approach them differently. Us-
ing the metadata of our text corpus, which
included author gender, we were able to follow
this line of inquiry. We were especially inter-
ested in establishing which verbs were most
useful in predicting character (pronoun) gen-
der. While our research examines the broad
trends in the relationship between gender and
character discussed above, our work also takes
a more concentrated approach: in addition to
generating quantitative data about a corpus of
3,500 texts, we also worked closely with texts
authored by Jane Austen, Charlotte Brontë, and
George Eliot. Doing so allowed us to examine
how these prolific writers fit into the social and
literary trends of the 19th century. Given the
way in which critics have singled out and can-
onized the works of these authors over the last
two centuries, it seemed especially productive
to situate these eminent female writers within
a wider social context. In her seminal work
work A Room of One’s Own Virginia Woolf com-
ments on the ways in which all three of these
writers form an important part of the history
of female authorship:
“...they had no tradition behind them, or
one so short and partial that it was of little help.
..there was no common sentence ready for her
use...It was a sentence that was unsuited for
a woman’s use. Charlotte Bronë, with all her
splendid gift for prose, stumbled and fell with
that clumsy weapon in her hands. George Eliot
committed atrocities with it that beggar de-
scription. Jane Austen looked at it and laughed
at it and devised a perfectly natural, shapely
sentence proper for her own use and never
departed from it. Thus, with less genius for
writing than Charlotte Brontë, she got infinitely
more said. Indeed, since freedom and fullness
of expression are of the essence of the art, such
a lack of tradition, such a scarcity and inad-
equacy of tools, must have told enormously
upon the writing of women. Moreover, a book
is not made of sentences laid end to end, but of
sentences built, if an image helps, into arcades
or domes. And this shape too has been made
by men out of their own needs for their own
uses.” (77)
As Woolf observes, the three authors high-
lighted here are worthy of individual attention.
Charlotte Brontë’s novels provide an intimate
and deeply psychological portrait of female
protagonists, who sometimes inhabit roles and
take actions that would–by the going standard–
be considered masculine. Jane Eyre pulls a
man out of a burning bed; she breaks an en-
gagement; she battles the elements and her
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own pysche. Jane Austen has become one of
the singular figures in English literature. In
addition to exerting vast cultural influence,
her works have also inspired scholarly debate.
Do her works perpetuate a specific privileged
lifestyle only available to a few? Or, by captur-
ing it, do her works instead create a space for
subtle critique? George Eliot, also known as
Marian Evans, wrote under a male pseudonym
to escape what she perceived as limitations on
female authors in the 19th century. Writing in
1856, she said: "Silly novels by Lady Novelists
are a genus with many species, determined by
the particular quality of silliness that predomi-
nates in them-the frothy, the prosy, the pious,
or the pedantic" (301).
Using computational methodologies al-
lowed us to take a unique approach to study-
ing these renowned female authors; through a
combination of text mining and close reading,
we hoped to explore how Austen, Brontë, and
Eliot’s use of male and female characters com-
pare not only to 19th century social stereotypes,
but also to the characters being created by their
male and female contemporaries.
II. Background
In order to question the presence of 19th-
century gender stereotypes in a diverse cor-
pus of 19th century fiction, we first had to
familiarize ourselves with what those stereo-
types might be. It is crucial to note that stereo-
types are historically and geographically de-
pendent. The social situation we examined
for this project was predominantly American
and British, white, and middle-class. The con-
tents of our corpus were, in part, dictated by
the texts that were available for us to manip-
ulate. The corpus that we utilized was built
from texts that were already out of copyright
and digitized. Thus, the raw material that our
project utilized reflects a specific slice of 19th
century socioeconomic life. However, the type
of analysis conducted during our project could
easily be transferred to other areas; examining
perceived social norms in conversation with
literature could be done with any combination
of reading material and reading public.
The 19th century was not only a time of
great literature production, but also of prescrip-
tive literature production. Not unlike Cosmo
quizzes or “25 Lifehacks for your Home” ar-
ticles, 19th century moralistic novels and eti-
quette guides serve as an indication of the so-
cial norms of their period. At the same time
however, the 19th century was also a time of
dramatic social change, especially in regards
to gender roles. This period produced many
female writers, such as Jane Austen, Charlotte
Brontë, and George Eliot, whose long lasting
influence has continued to shape literature into
the 21st century. While not all female authors
defy traditional notions of gender within their
works, the very act of publishing a book was a
rebellious and transgressive act for female writ-
ers. In some ways, the social paradoxes of the
Victorian period can be seen in 19th century
literary production: on one hand, women were
taking greater control in terms of literary pro-
duction and consumption, on the other hand,
conservative gender stereotypes abounded in
many of the popular works of the period.
Certain patterns begin to emerge when ex-
amining 19th century social attitudes about
ideal female behavior. In general, during the
Victorian and Antebellum periods women were
regarded as emotional creatures, whose main
virtues stemmed primarily from their ability
to act as compassionate wives and mothers. In
the 19th century, an idea called “the Cult of
True Womanhood” constructed societal ideals
for how women should act. As Barbara Wel-
ter notes in “The Cult of True Womanhood:
1820-1860,” “Submission was perhaps the most
feminine virtue expected of women. Men were
supposed to be religious, although they rarely
had time for it, and supposed to be pure, al-
though it came awfully hard to them, but men
were the movers, the doers, the actors. Women
were the passive, submissive responders” (158-
159). Welter also explains that any actions
performed by women were usually “morally
uplifting tasks,” such as cleaning the house,
cooking, and preparing tea or coffee (164-165).
The 19th century emphasis on women as
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compassionate creatures bound to the domes-
tic sphere led to the popular stereotype of the
ideal Victorian woman as “the angel of the
house.” In their seminal work on 19th century
female authors, The Madwoman in the Attic, San-
dra Gilbert and Susan Gubar focus on the Victo-
rian categorization of women as either “angels,”
or “monsters,” noting that, for male authors, “a
Victorian angel-woman should become her hus-
band’s holy refuge from the blood and sweat
that inevitably accompanies a ‘life of signifi-
cant action’...”(24) In contrast to the domestic
angel stands the stereotype of the woman as a
“monster” or a “demon.” Women who failed
to conform successfully to notions of feminine
domestic propriety were often thought of as
unnatural and grotesque. What made these
women particularly threatening was the way
in which a departure from domestic duties
problematized the arrangement of 19th century
family life; women who refused to orient their
lives around being dutiful wives and mothers
not only upset their own positions within soci-
ety, but also destabilized the positions of their
husbands, fathers, and brothers.
Women were not alone in bearing the bur-
den of constraining stereotypes; men, espe-
cially those of the working class, were also
expected to conform to certain ideals. In a
time when the division of classes was increas-
ing greatly, there was a strong presence of the
new oppressed class in literature. In The Strug-
gle for the Breeches: Gender and the Making of
the British Working Class, Anna Clark describes
some of the troubles that workingmen often
went through in terms of identifying them-
selves: “Working men could not live up to
the ideal of a patriarch, supporting his fam-
ily and running his own workshop, but they
did not know whether they should instead be
belligerent artisans whose first loyalty was to
their mates rather than their families, or self-
improving Methodists who shut themselves off
from neighborhood companions. A man might
go to chapel where the elders would rebuke
him for drinking and fighting, yet if he mended
his ways he would find his workmates teasing
him as a ‘molly’ for refusing to go to the pub.”
(265-266)
Several interesting questions are raised by
Clark’s work: does the typical male character
in 19th century novels fall into a traditional
workingman stereotype? How do 19th century
male authors, who tended to be middle class
and not working class, portray male characters?
Were the authors in touch with the struggles
and life styles of workingmen, or are charac-
ters in 19th century novels mostly limited to the
perspective of middle class writers? If working
class characters are abundant in 19th century
novels, than male characters might be associ-
ated with particularly types of behaviors, such
as those linked with violence, poverty, drink-
ing, and religion.
Female and male 19th century stereotypes
were as unrealistic as they were confining. Men
were encouraged to be the single providers for
their family even though the workforce was
quickly diversifying, while women, still taught
to be meek and emotional, faced increasingly
taxing physical demands. Thus, 19th century
life in many ways embodied a growing tension
between the lives of real people and the popu-
lar, but unrealistic, visions of ideal femininity
and masculinity. These stereotypes and the
social tensions they created seeped into 19th
century fiction in the form of male and female
characters who epitomize, transgress, and at
times parody gender conventions.
One way to explore the relationship be-
tween gender and character in the 19th cen-
tury novel is to focus on the degree of agency
afforded to male and female characters. As
the above discussion of gender ideals indicates,
many 19th century gender stereotypes focus
on the behaviors considered ideal for men and
women. In light of this, our study attempted to
examine what exactly male and female charac-
ters were “doing” in 19th century novels. Dif-
ferent types of actions and behaviors are closely
linked to the allocation of agency, which can
be analyzed through the type of verbs asso-
ciated with different male and female charac-
ters. Were male characters, “riding,” “walking,”
“forcing,” and “doing” more than their female
counterparts? Were certain verbs pertaining
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to domestic duties or emotional states used
primarily in relation to female characters?
Using verbs to study the relationship be-
tween agency and gender is not unprecedented;
in a 1997 study on the psychological perception
of agency, Marianne Lafrance, Hiram Brownell
and Eugene Hahn observe that different types
of verbs imply different degrees of power. This
study is particularly useful to our enterprise
because of the way that it is focused on the re-
lationship between text and perception. Hiram,
Brownell, and Hahn comment on the unique
way that grammar and word choice can impact
a reader’s, or listener’s, perception of power
relations. The authors note that “verb type and
gender stereotype combine to affect people’s
perception about who is perceived to bring
about interpersonal events...”(1) The authors
argue that when action verbs are used, such as
“to walk” or “to ride,” it is assumed that the
subject of the sentence causes the action. How-
ever, when a verb describing an emotional state
is used, such as “to love.” it is assumed that
the object of the sentence somehow elicited
the emotion. Thus, the subject of an action
verb, and the recipient of an emotion verb, are
both perceived as causal and assumed to have
a high degree of agency. Even though this
study was conducted recently, when combined
with notions of Victorian gender stereotypes,
this study points towards an interesting line of
reasoning: if the ideal Victorian woman was
associated with acts of emotion, such as lov-
ing, feeling, and worrying, than even though
she may be associated with a large number
of verbs, these verbs do not imply the same
degree of agency as verbs related to physical
action.
While studying a large corpus of texts al-
lowed us to examine broad patterns in the
types of verbs used in 19th century novels, our
methodologies also enabled us to hone in on
individual works; in finding trends in our data,
we were able to determine which works de-
viated from these trends. In her book, The
Proper Lady and the Woman Writer, Mary Poovey
observes that many 19th century novels writ-
ten by women “betray their author’s unmis-
takable inhibition or hesitation before the cul-
tural definition of femininity, but others reveal
considerable ability to expand stereotypical
images of the female...”(xi) Our research was
particularly interested in examining whether
the works of noted women writers, such as
Austen, Brontë, and Eliot, exhibit these types
of “inhibitions,” or “expand stereotypical im-
ages” by creating characters that behave sub-
versively. Many of Austen’s original reviewers,
including the 19th century rhetorician Richard
Whately, praised her work precisely because
they viewed it as appropriate rather than re-
bellious: “Miss Austen has the merit (in our
judgment most essential) of being evidently
a Christian writer:...The moral lessons also of
this lady’s novels, though clearly and impres-
sively conveyed, are not offensively put for-
ward...”(232) It is because her novels were ini-
tially perceived as “proper” that feminist read-
ers have at times taken issue with Austen’s
works, noting for example the ways in which
virtuous female characters are rewarded with
marriage. At the same time however, many
recent critics have argued that under a shal-
low veneer of convention, Austen’s works are
actually quite subversive.
Unlike Austen, Charlotte Brontë has tra-
ditionally been invoked as an author whose
works challenge Victorian notions of feminin-
ity, certainly in part because she and her sisters
(Anne and Emily) chose originally to write un-
der male pseudonyms. This decision alone
would seem to indicate that Brontë believed
being known as a female writer would serve
as a disadvantage, and her own writing con-
firms this. In a new 1850 forward to Wuthering
Heights, Brontë wrote that “We did not like to
declare ourselves women...because–without at
that time suspecting that our mode of writing
and thinking was not what is called ‘feminine’–
we had a vague impression that authoresses are
liable to be looked on with prejudice” (Levine
276). This not only speaks to Brontë’s feel-
ings about the cultural reception of female au-
thors, but also to something intangible that she
sensed about her own writing, something she
did not see reflected in other female-authored
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works.
While today we find Brontë’s works under
her own name, rather than her pseudonym, to
think about George Eliot is still to think about
“a woman living within a man’s name” (Wolff
25). Though Marian Evans eventually claimed
ownership of her works (after someone else
falsely admitted to being the real George Eliot),
hardly anyone today would associate the name
Marian Evans with Middlemarch, The Mill on the
Floss, or Daniel Deronda. Of our three authors
of interest, Eliot’s novels and biography stand
most obviously in opposition to the “Cult of
True Womanhood” and the morally restrictive
ideas that surrounded it. Eliot’s novels are
both philosophical and political; Anna Katona
notes that, in an ever-growing and divergent
19th-century reading public, Eliot stood as an
alternative for those who found Dickens to be
“vulgar” (48). In life, Eliot publicly carried on a
decades-long affair with a married man. (What
was unusual was not the affair, but that it came
without any attempts at stealth or secrecy.)
Given the ways in which all three of these
writers have come to symbolize the emergence
of the 19th century female author, it seems
pertinent to examine how their approaches to
creating character might differ from, or corre-
spond with, the work done by their male and
female contemporaries. In addition, much of
the scholarship surrounding these women is
concerned with the complex way that gender
roles function within their work. Consequently,
these three authors offered the opportunity for
a unique case study that pits the socio-political
trends of a burgeoning literary marketplace
against the timeless works of three significant
female writers.
III. Methods
Digital copies of the novels used in this study
were created through Optical Character Recog-
nition (OCR), and were then Part-of-Speech
(POS) tagged to enable the examination of pro-
nouns and verbs. The compounding error rate
of OCR and POS tagging should be taken into
account when interpreting our results. Our
corpus of 3,516 texts included the distribution
of works found in the following two tables.
Table 1: Distribution of Texts (Nationality)
Texts By Nationality
Nation Number of Texts
British 2351
American 628
Irish 310
Scottish 182
Welsh 15
French 10
Canadian 6
German 5
Dutch 4
Polish 1
Spanish 1
South American 1
Italian 1
Table 2: Distribution of Texts (Author Gender)
Texts By Author Gender
Gender Number of Texts
Male 1893
Female 1391
Unknown 232
Table 3: Distribution of Texts (Date)
Texts By Publication Date
Date Number of Texts
<=1799 68
1800-1833 625
1834-1866 1340
1867-1899 1430
In order to examine only gendered pro-
nouns, two vectors were created: a male vector
containing “male,” “him,” “his,” “he,” and
“himself,” and a female vector comprised of
“female,” “she,” “her,” “hers,” and “herself.”
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While similar vectors were created for “catch-
ing” neutral, first person, second person, and
non-gendered pronouns, only the male and
female pronouns were entered into our data
frame for testing. For each novel, an R pro-
gramming script noted the first pronoun that
it encountered, along with the first verb that
followed this pronoun, and entered each into a
data frame. Originally, the algorithm examined
every verb between two gendered pronouns,
which may have included multiple sentences
and dialogue. To stay true to context, we de-
cided the first verb would be most closely as-
sociated with the previous pronoun.
The relative frequencies of both gendered
pronouns were then entered into a larger data
frame; one row for each gender. Relative fre-
quencies were calculated as a frequency of
verbs following pronouns, as opposed to entire
words in the text. The first nine columns of
the large data frame contain the meta data and
the pronoun data, followed by 72,708 columns
of verb relative frequencies. This data frame
was then winnowed by removing any word
(column) that was only associated with either
male or female pronouns; this resulted in our
final data frame–consisting of shared verbs
spanning 25,173 columns–that was used for
testing. Removing these columns eliminated a
number of OCR and POS errors that may have
interfered with the overall results, as well as
removing any verbs that might heavily skew
accuracy towards one gender. Though the goal
was to observe large differences in verb us-
age between gendered pronouns, it was also
essential to avoid those verbs that may have
skewed the data because of its effect on the
pamr, or predictive analysis, tests used later
in our methodology. The predictive analysis
tests were run using the pamr package of func-
tions in the R programming language, which
uses the Kaplan-Meier Method for predictive
analysis. These verbs may have lowered pamr
error rates because of the ability to easily asso-
ciate strongly related verbs to their respective
pronouns.
Our focus and metric for observation
was the error rate from tests run with the
pamr.confusion () function used to fit nearest
shrunken centroids. Train sizes of data frames
randomly selected 9/10 of the data, with the re-
maining 1/10 acting as the test. In some cases,
test texts were specifically chosen (such as in
the case with Austen, Brontë, and Elliot) in or-
der to observe the tested data frame’s accuracy
against an individual author and the gendered
pronouns within their texts. By using the gen-
dered pronoun column as our signal column,
tests were executed to note the error rate with
which a trained set of rows could correctly pre-
dict the gender of the pronoun tested against.
For instance, when observing overall error rate
on the entire corpus, a typical result would
look like this:
Figure 1: Sample of a pamr Test
In all tests, the “1” row represents male gen-
dered pronouns, the “2” row represents female
gendered pronouns, and the pamr.confusion()
function displays the error rate for each class
and an overall error rate (as an average of the
two). Though the overall error rate is a telling
metric, attention was also paid to the difference
between pronoun accuracy, or the difference
between error rates of 1 and 2. With the over-
all accuracy as the base error rate, tests were
run on new data frames created by selecting
certain variables including publication date, au-
thor gender and nationality (i.e. keeping the
same number of columns but selected different
combinations of rows). By comparing the error
rates resulting from testing variations of these
data frames-for example, the pronoun accuracy
among texts published between 1800 and 1833
versus those between 1834 and 1866-claims can
be made about the ability of computational
learning to distinguish between genders and,
as a result, the degree of difference and of
adherence to gender archetypes within each
corpus tested.
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Additionally, more qualitative understand-
ing of these difference were observed by com-
paring the top features used in computer learn-
ing to distinguish between the pronoun groups.
The top ten verbs used overall and their impor-
tance for each gendered pronoun:
Figure 2: Top Ten Most Distinguishing Features
From this, one can glean the most impor-
tant verbs in classifying these pronouns. It is
telling that not only is there little variation in
these listed features despite date, author gen-
der, or other observable differences in meta-
data, but the features also strongly adhere to
gender stereotypes often associated with the
19th century.
In an attempt to bridge the divide between
macro and micro scale analysis-and to allow
for an analysis of canonical texts and associ-
ated literary criticism-we also ran tests against
works by specific authors: Jane Austen, Char-
lotte Brontë, and George Eliot. To prepare for
these tests, the works written by the specific
author were held out of the data frame for each
test, and the training was done on all of the
rest of the texts in the corpus.
IV. Observations
There were a number of significant observa-
tions made when running the various tests by
publication date. To begin with, there was no
observable difference between the overall error
rate between the different thirds of the 19th
century texts.
Figure 3: Error Rates for Various Tests
As the above table demonstrates, the error
rates for our tests were surprisingly linear over
dates, author gender, and nationality (For a
graphical representation of this data, please
see Figure 5 in Appendix A). Additioally, there
is a consistantly higher error rate for female
tests than for males, usually falling within a
range of about 4-7%. One of the outliers to this
trend, which also tests with the highest over-
all error rate, is the test done on texts written
between 1800 and 1833. As shown in Table 3
above, this may be a result of a smaller num-
ber of texts being used for training compared
to the other two thirds of the corpus. It might
also be noted that, upon rerunning some of our
tests–particularly with specific author tests–the
results of the classifications differed slightly.
This is a result of the random sampling done
during the training process of the classification
tests. For better and more reliable results in
future work, tests should be run a large num-
ber of times while recording the results of each
test. Doing so would result in a clear mean and
standard deviation for each test, as well as a
percentage of failure occurences for pronouns
within specific author texts.
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V. Results
Our observations both support and contradict
our initial expectations. Perhaps one of our
most basic, but none the less significant, con-
clusions is that in the 19th century novel cer-
tain verbs were strongly associated with male
characters while different verbs were strongly
associated with female characters. Based on
the high degree of accuracy obtained from the
test we used to predict the gender of a pro-
noun based on the verb associated with it, we
can conclude that within our corpus, authors
chose to portray male and female characters
differently by associating them with divergent
groups of verbs. This result is not surprising,
especially given the way in which ideas about
proper behavior differed for males and females
within 19th century society. However, this re-
sult still has several far reaching implications,
one of which is that “actions,” or verbs, are in
fact an important part of creating and determin-
ing character. The fact that there was a general
literary trend in the use of verbs in relation to
gender suggests that verbs play a significant
role in the creation of literary archetypes and
stereotypes. What characters are “doing” is
linked to who they are and how they are per-
ceived. While many aspects of a story and its
characters may change, such as appearance,
style, genre, and plot, our research suggests
that there is something fundamental about the
links among character, gender, and behavior.
Figure 4: Top Thirty Most Distinguishing Features
A close look at the verbs that authors used
in conjunction with male and female characters
also confirmed our initial expectations; based
on a preliminary survey of the verbs associated
with each gender, the results appear to sup-
port both our initial hypothesis and existing
literature: action verbs and verbs associated
with “dominant” behavior are associated with
men while domestic, emotional, and submis-
sive verbs are more typically associated with
women. The verbs listed above are the 30 verbs
that were most essential in determining gen-
der; all of the verbs were used in conjunction
with both male and female characters, but had
a large difference in the frequency with which
they were used for male or female characters. A
positive number in the third column indicates
that the verb was more frequently aligned with
male pronouns, while a positive number in
the fourth column indicates that the verb was
more frequently aligned with female pronouns.
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As can be seen from this list, verbs that one
would associate with submissive, emotional
behavior, such as “sobbing,” “blushing,” and
“trembling,” are all associated with female char-
acters. Based on the distribution of verbs, the
average female character in our corpus seems
to behave in a manner similar to “the angel of
the house.” Upon close examination, one trend
which emerges from our data is that verbs asso-
ciated with motion, such as “strode,” “walked,”
and “rode” are associated with male characters.
In order to accomplish these types of actions,
it is often necessary to travel - moving between
multiple locations or spheres. The fact that it is
men who move about in this way, seems to sup-
port the Victorian notion that men belonged
out in the world, while women belonged in the
home.
While overall our results seem to support
our initial hypotheses, our findings on the re-
lationship between author gender and verb
choices defied our initial predictions. Based on
our study, it appears that the association of dif-
ferent verbs with male and female characters
varies somewhat, but not radically, based on
the gender of the author. Our results indicate
that male and female authors were using the
same, or similar verbs, to portray the actions of
their male and female characters, respectively.
This is a somewhat unexpected result given
the way in which many scholars have stressed
the rebellious nature of 19th century female au-
thorship. We initially would have assumed that
female writers would have been more likely to
break with conventional gender stereotypes by
creating active heroines who at times adopted
behaviors deemed masculine by Victorian so-
ciety. However, it is important to not that this
result does not mean that female writers were
not creating strong female characters. As some
scholars have noted, women writers at times
used stereotypes to their advantage, creating
conventional female characters but portraying
them as ironic or humorous.
Given the ways in which gender roles
changed over the course of the 19th century, we
were also expecting to find that the distinction
between verbs associated with male characters
and verbs associated with female characters
began to break down over time. However, our
research found that there was not a signifi-
cant change in the relationships among gender,
verbs, and character over the course of the 19th
century. By the end of the 19th century, writers
were still using different sets of verbs to define
the actions of their male and female characters.
In fact, using our predictive model to exam-
ine verb classification in the first and second
half of the 19th century showed no significant
difference between the two. Our model for de-
termining the gender of a pronoun based on
the verb associated with it was just as success-
ful for the novels from 1800-1833 and 1834-1866
as it is for 1867-1899, with error rates ranging
from .062 and .064 to .059 respectively. Because
of the way in which gender roles gradually be-
came less rigid in society over the course of the
century, one would expect the roles in litera-
ture to change as well. This observation raises
more questions than it answers. One possible
explanation for the results is that society sim-
ply took longer to catch up to real life changes.
Nostalgia and yearnings for more conventional
representations of gender could have pervaded
the literary market.
Not all of the works in our corpus exhibited
the same pattern in regards to gender and verb
use. The observation of outliers during certain
tests revealed a number of avenues for future
research. Classification using Irish and Scot-
tish literature as a whole resulted in a drastic
disparity between the accuracy for each gender.
Accuracy dropped even more when using just
male authors. While the overall accuracy rate
(the average) resulted in an error rate of any-
where from 20-30%, the breakdown between
error rate of classifying male pronouns was
between 10-15%; the female error rate between
30-40%. In other words, training with Irish
and Scottish novels results in only slightly bet-
ter than average accuracy when testing female
characters.
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Table 4: Author Classification Results
Results for Specific Authors
Date and Author Pronouns Incorrect
Overall Austen None incorrect
1800-1833 Austen Emma male
Sense male
1834-1866 Austen Emma male
1867-1899 Austen None incorrect
Overall Brontë JaneEyre female
Agnes female
1800-1833 Brontë JaneEyre female
1834-1866 Brontë JaneEyre female
Agnes female
1867-1899 Brontë JaneEyre female
Overall Eliot None incorrect
1800-1833 Eliot SilasMarnor male
1834-1866 Eliot None incorrect
1867-1899 Eliot None incorrect
Our corpus contained all seven of Austen’s
finished, published novels: Sense and Sensibility
(1811), Pride and Prejudice (1813), Mansfield Park
(1814), Emma (1814), Northanger Abbey (1815),
and Persuasion (1818). In addition, our corpus
included three of her shorter works, two of
which are unfinished: Lady Susan (1871), The
Watsons (1804), and Sanditon (1817). We tested
all of these novels against the rest of our cor-
pus of 3,500 texts to determine how Austen’s
works compared to broader literary trends.2
In each of her works, Austen’s use of verbs
describing the behavior of female characters
corresponded with overall trends in the corpus:
Austen defined her female characters using the
same types of verbs her contemporaries used
to define their female characters.
Though Austen has recently been champi-
oned by many feminist critics, the fact that her
portrayal of female action does not radically de-
part from other authors is perhaps not entirely
surprising. In Jane Austen: Irony as Defense and
Discovery Marvin Mudrick observes that Jane
Austen used irony to “expose the incongruities
between form and fact, all the delusions in-
trinsic to convention art and conventional so-
ciety.”(1) It stands to reason that as a female
author Austen’s use of irony was at least par-
tially motivated by the pressure society put
on female authors to conform to conventions.
Given that Austen used irony and parody as
a way to circumvent conventions and estab-
lish her own authority as a writer, it stands to
reason that her female characters would not
necessarily be associated with highly uncon-
ventional verbs. While our data suggests that
the women in Austen’s books were doing the
same things as women in other 19th century
books, this is not to say that they were doing
things in the same way or to the same effect.
Austen’s portrayal of male characters how-
ever, was not as typical as her portrayal of
female characters. In two of her novels, Emma
and Northanger Abbey, male characters do not
follow the trends we observed in our larger
corpus. We ran our predictive model to test
these novels against the corpus as a whole. It
should be noted that, because of the random
sampling done by the classification tests, these
results vary to some degree. In some cases,
gendered pronouns in Austen’s other works–
such as male pronouns in Sense and Sensibility
or male pronouns in Lady Susan–also fail the
prediction tests.
Both Emma and Northanger Abbey include
male characters who do not comply with 19th
century attitudes about ideal masculinity. Mr.
Philip Elton, an unsuccessful suitor in the novel
Emma, is arrogant, resentful, and pompous.
Similarly, John Thorpe, a failed suitor from
Northanger Abbey, is portrayed as vain and arro-
gant. It is possible that in creating these charac-
ters Austen turned towards verbs convention-
2In addition to the largest data frame created from our pronoun detecting script and the smaller winnowed data frame
made by removing gender unique columns, a third data frame was produced by finding the standard deviation of column
relative frequencies, and then removing columns that were under the standard deviation of all column standard deviations.
Table 4 displays the results from using the second data frame, but very closely matches the results from the largest data
frame. The explanation of results is based of off tests done on the smallest data frame. Because there are disparities
between the data frames used, part of our future work will be to investigate why these differences in author tests occur.
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ally associated with women in order to portray
these men as shallow and ineffectual. How-
ever, it is worth observing that Austen’s other
novels also contain examples of ridiculous and
arrogant men, such as the memorable William
Collins from Pride and Prejudice. What then, is
particularly unique about Austen’s characteri-
zation of men in Emma and Northanger Abbey?
Does Austen’s use of verbs have something
to do with the specific qualities of the char-
acters she is creating? Since we did not look
specifically at which individual characters were
associated with which verbs there is no way
to know whether old men or young men, rich
men or poor men, or heroes or villains are in
fact being associated with unconventional ac-
tions. This initial result however, does point
towards several productive avenues for future
inquiry.
Our overall corpus also included all four fin-
ished novels written by Charlotte Brontë: Jane
Eyre (1847), Shirley (1849), Villette (1853), and
The Professor’s House (published posthumously
in 1857). What the results testing Brontë’s
corpus against the classifier indicate is that
Brontë’s writing is period typical, and does
not register as an outlier. None of her novels
were misclassified, which, given the existing
scholarship, is an unexpected result. From
the initial date of publication, readers and re-
viewers alike noticed that Brontë’s characters
did not act in the expected ways. Examining
the reception of Jane Eyre is helpful in high-
lighting the ways in which Brontë’s writing
runs up against prevailing opinions of how
women ought to have acted. An 1848 review
read, in part: “...we think we see ’a beard un-
der the muffler.’ Jane Eyre, rare and excellent
though she may be, is not to our mind a gen-
uine woman” (LeFavour 117). Her actions, as
perceived by readers, make the novel a prime
example of what Maureen Corrigan calls “the
woman’s extreme adventure story”:
”The precarious situations described
in these female extreme-adventure stories–
childbirth, unwanted pregnancies, abortions
(legal and illegal), abusive relationships, fatigu-
ing caregiving–are ones that are faced almost
exclusively by women. Their physical ordeals
are augmented or even outweighed by heavy
emotional burdens...above all, it’s the quotid-
ian quality of their pain that separates the
women from the boys” (9).
This reconception of action and adventure
is useful in that it provides a possible reevalua-
tion of traditional submissive stereotypes. By
validating emotional “action,” Corrigan’s idea
paves the way to re-read overarching patterns.
Sangeeta Dutta also observed that, in Brontë’s
fiction as a whole, the central female charac-
ters tend to function independently in a “male-
defined world” (2312), even if sometimes this
independence was mental rather than physical.
Her novels can be read as an attempt to legit-
imize a woman’s right to complex, emotionally
powerful lives.
Our data, which seems to question these as-
sertions, could lead in several directions. The
first possibility is that what strikes readers as
remarkable or unusual about Brontë’s works is
contained in a textual aspect that we were not
measuring. Perhaps it is not in their actions
that Brontë’s characters are distinct, but rather
in their descriptions. Perhaps it is not the verbs
themselves that are the most indicative of char-
acter, but the context which surrounds the verb.
At this stage in our research, we are confidant
that we can track the relationship between verb
usage and gender, but what is still required is
to determine how fundamental that relation-
ship is for reader reaction and interpretation.
When considering Brontë’s results, the
other possibility is that singular characters,
such as Jane Eyre, are swallowed or normal-
ized by the sheer volume of female pronouns
that are associated with more stereotypically
anticipated verbs. Though she is the primary
female character, Jane is not the only woman
in her story; the same goes for Brontë’s other
novels. Taking a macro view of these books
demonstrates that the characters scholars have
traditionally been drawn to study do not exist
in isolation. Their actions may stand out in
a reading of a single text, but not necessarily
when taken as a part of a much larger whole.
Our corpus also contained eight novels writ-
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ten by George Eliot: Adam Bede (1859), The Mill
on the Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Romola
(1863), Felix Holt, the Radical (1866), Middlemarch
(1871–72), and Daniel Deronda (1876). As with
our Brontë results, the data for Eliot’s novels
was somewhat surprising; Romola and Silas
Marner appear as outliers, which opens up ad-
ditional future avenues for exploration.
Many of the questions produced by our
study of Eliot are similar to the questions we
have raised about Brontë. Like Brontë, Eliot has
been identified as an author interested in push-
ing on the boundaries of how women appeared
in literature. Specifically, Michael Wolff de-
scribes the “...tension between the debilitating
otherness which was stereotypically attached
to women and some form of heroism which
[Eliot] thought possible both for herself in life
and for the female protagonists of her writ-
ing” (28). It is particularly interesting that he
invokes the idea of heroism when, by many tra-
ditional Victorian accounts, a female heroine
would have been an anathema. Combined with
our results, this opens up yet another question:
does a female writer working towards the fem-
inine heroic approach her male characters any
differently? Since the anomalies are in the clas-
sification of male characters, it is possible that
the answer is yes. Only future examination will
tell us if the misclassified characters are more
similar in verb use to her female characters,
but, given her standing in the criticism, it is an
examination worth making.
It is interesting to note that the misclassi-
fications both occurred against the early-19th-
century half of the corpus. Silas Marner was
published in 1861, and Romola was published
in 1863, so while they do fall in the latter half
of the century, it is not by much. It is also
important to note that those two novels have
wildly different settings. While Silas Marner is
set in 19th-century northern England, Romola
is a 15th-century story set in Florence. While
it is strange that these two novels, so different
on the surface, would return the same type of
misclassification, it is also a good confirmation
that what we are seeing is some indication of
Eliot’s style and not just a reflection of outlying
settings.
The other noteworthy feature of the two out-
liers is that they both prominently feature male
clergymen. Since it is the male characters that
are not correctly being identified, it could be
possible that there is something distinct about
the way Eliot writes her male religious figures,
even those as different as a Dominican monk
and a Calvinist minister. In Silas Marner, the
religious figures are primarily a function of the
background–at the novel’s opening, the title
character is caring for a sick deacon when he
is accused of stealing from his church. That
accusation sets in motion the main action of
the plot. In Romola, the religious men are more
central to the plot and some of them are his-
torical figures. Girolamo Savonarola, a key
figure in the religious activity of Renaissance
Florence, is also key in the novel. In many
ways, Romola seems to be the obvious outlier
in George Eliot’s corpus, while Silas Marner is
a surprising one.
VI. Final Thoughts
The central tension in our results seems to be
between critical reception and what our clas-
sifier has indicated is “normal” or “average”
for gendered verbs. If traditional critical recep-
tion and reaction are all micro-scale activities,
then can they be applied in the same manner
to a macro project as they can to an additional
micro scale project? One of the principal ad-
vantages of working with such a large corpus
is that we are able to produce results that, left
to solely human study, would take years to
replicate. The flip side of this, of course, is
that no critic is reviewing Eliot, or Brontë, or
Dickens, or Twain, with the entire swath of
19th-century novels as a foil. That isn‘t within
the aim or scope of reviewers, or of scholars
interested in a particular character, scene, or
detail. If we are starting to ask questions about
corpuses that are only manageable through
machine intervention, then do we also have to
change the way we read and incorporate tradi-
tional criticism into our research? So far, our
results indicate that the answer ought to be a
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resounding ‘yes.’
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A. Appendix
Figure 5: Graph of Error Rates for Various Tests
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